HHR 3000 PRO V2 MODIFICATION C

Summary Modification C

- Will give HHR more programming features in the future
- Has consequences for Operating System
- Previous Operation Systems (OS < 3.34) will not run on HHR with mod-C
- Can have consequences for your HHR install base. Read below carefully!

Modification C of the HHR 3000 Pro V2:

- HHR is now equipped with same microprocessor with double Flash memory
- Flash memory is the memory location where the HHR Operating System is located
- Double Flash memory allows BioControl to integrate more programming features in the HHR. Modification C gives the HHR enough programming memory space to continue to grow in features in the coming period. You will be informed about this separately.
- Modification C has no price consequences.
- All HHR’s with Serial Nr. 0907 and later are equipped with modification C.
- SN: 0907-1-C in above HHR part nr. sticker means
  - 0907: produced in 2009, week 7
  - 1: nr. 1 in that week
  - C: Modification C
- Many HHR’s have no modification letter after the serial number code, so don’t get confused if you don’t see ‘A’ or ‘B’.

Consequences for HHR Operating System:

- To enable new HHR features in the future, we have to make a break with the past. Read the following carefully and think about the consequences for your install base.
- Note that the Application Programs made for the ‘old’ Operating System will continue to run, also on the mod-C HHR. See further below for details.
- The trick is in the Operating System:
  - ‘Old’ Operating System (OS < 3.34) will not run on HHR with modification C.
  - HHR OS from 3.34 – 3.99 will run on both modification C HHR’s and earlier HHR’s.
  - HHR OS ≥ 4.00 will have new programming features. HHR OS ≥ 4.00 will only run on HHR’s with modification C and higher.
- We advise to think if this may have consequences for your install base and applications and take appropriate action.
Consequences for HHR Application Programs:
• Application Programs made for OS < 3.34 will also run on HHR’s with OS ≥ 3.34.
• So ‘old’ Application Programs will run on HHR’s with mod-C and earlier HHR’s.
• Prerequisite for this is that the mod-C HHR is not forced to upload an OS < 3.34

We trust to have informed you sufficient and look forward to being of service to you.

With best regards,

BioControl / Mobile Readers